
"The instruments of battle are valuable only if one knows how 

to use them." -Colonel Ardant du Picq  

 

“The instruments of battle are valuable only if they go ‘BANG’ 

rather than ‘click’ when one uses them.”   - Michael Ware 

Controlled Chaos Arms 

AR15 CARBINE PACKAGE 

  -CONTROLLED CHAOS ARMS—QUALITY, DURABILITY, & RELIABILITY- 

 

Law Enforcement?  Varminting?  Battle Weapon?  Home Defense?  General Purpose?  We’ve got you covered.  
We worked hard to put together a basic, no nonsense, accurate, and tough-as-nails weapon you can rely on.  
Using solely the coveted LMT parts, CCA cuts no corners with this package including a soft case, our CCA AR15 
take down tool, 2 (two) CCA AR15 Extreme Duty 30rd magazines, and our CCA Reliability Package.   
 
Specifications: 
 
-16” M4 profile chrome lined barrel with cryogenic 
treatment to increase accuracy, extend barrel life, 
and facilitate easier cleaning—1/7 barrel twist for 
55gr to 80gr projectiles and A2 birdcage flash hider  
-Tactical charging handle assembly in Mil Std 1913 
STANAG 4694 upper with removable rear sight 
-LMT Defender lower assembly with Gen 2 six po-
sition stock, standard trigger, and ERGO grip 
-M4 polished feed ramps and polished Mil Spec 
bolt carrier group with upgraded extractor  
-Uppers and extension tubes coated with Dry Film 
Lube (DFL) to current military specifications 
-All aluminum components made from aircraft 
grade 7075 T6 aluminum 
-All barrels and bolts are proof-tested (HP) and 
Magnetic Particle Inspected (MPI) for top safety 
-Chrome lined bore and chamber for greater wear 
resistance, corrosion resistance, and reduced drag 

 
 
 

Upgrades: 
 
-MAGPUL MOE package—hand guard, trigger guard, butt stock, pistol grip, back up sight     -  $125 
-Cerakote Package—Choose a single color for the upper, lower, and barrel to be applied         -  $100 
-Geissele SSA upgrade—have the popular Geissele Super Semi Automatic trigger installed      -  $175 

8401 Hwy S52 North 

Baxter, IA  50028 

515-344-4443 

mware@controlledchaosarms.com 

Controlled Chaos Arms 

-$1100.00 


